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LSD Conducts Successful Arkaos Workshop
In Malaysia
Club outlets like Zouk KL is using the
Arkaos Media Master Pro 4.2 on their LED
Walls to promote club advertisements.
Malaysia Tourism Attraction in Malacca
(Melaka Alive) is using the Studio Server
to playback the historical Rich Melaka
scenes designed and installed by Nuevo
Attraction & Destination Sdn Bhd who
aims to combine elements of theatre and
history against a sophisticated technology
laden background to transport visitors
back onto the Golden Ages. To read more
of Melaka Alive, click to this link http://
www.melakaalive.com.my/about-us.php
MALAYSIA: 22-24 February saw Lighting & Sound
Distribution conduct an Arkaos workshop in its Petaling
Jaya office premises. About 40 personnel from Rental &
AV Staging companies, Clubs, TV Studios as well as local
dealers and LED Wall suppliers attended the workshop.
Conducted by Benjamin Bauwens, Sales Manager & Project
Coordinator at Arkaos, attendees were introduced to all
the Arkaos software product lines such as the Grand VJ,
Media Master Express and Media Master Pro, LED Mapper
and Video Mapper, which were focussed towards Clubs and
permanent installations.
The full range of the Arkaos Servers were also presented
at the workshop, which included the Stage Server, Studio
Server and Stadium Server, to show the various features
of each server and how it was applied with the Video
Projectors connected to it, especially the Video Mapper
features. The Media Master Pro software was the main
feature and the guests were shown the various functions of
it and especially the new “Cue Player” features.
Brenda Keung, General Manager, LSD highlighted, “The
workshop was meant to refresh the current users and also
to introduce to new users the key features of all the Arkaos
products on how to enhance and fully utilise the features.
As expected there was a lively Q&A segment with many
of the current users having many enquiries. It was great
as it allowed new users to learn and understand from the
questions and answers.”

Rental companies such as Tre Bass Entertainment Sdn Bhd
(KL), Journal Multimedia Sdn Bhd (KL) & Rumakaya Sdn
Bhd (KK) also own the Arkaos servers, amongst others.
www.lsd-asia.com

